CURRENT ECONOMIC CONDITIONS AND THE FUEL PRICE SITUATION MAY BE PRODUCING A DECLINE IN HOTEL USE AT SOME ROADSIDE AND SUBURBAN LODGING LOCATIONS. THE INDUSTRY IS COMING OFF ONE OF THE BEST SITUATIONS THERE HAS EVER BEEN FOR INCREASED OCCUPANCY AS WELL AS RATES FOR THE SMALLER PROPERTIES. IF THE NEXT COUPLE OF YEARS DO NOT CONTINUE TO PROVIDE THE BUSINESS, WHAT DO THE SMALLER LODGING OPERATORS DO TO MAINTAIN SALES?

OF COURSE, THE VARIOUS INTERNET PROVIDERS OF BUSINESS HAVE BEEN DOING WELL FOR THESE TYPES OF PROPERTIES, BUT ISN’T THE BUSINESS ON A DECLINE FROM THOSE SOURCES? WITH MORE PROPERTIES BEING BUILT, AND IN THE PIPELINE, THERE ARE, AND CONTINUE TO BE MORE AND MORE ROOMS COMING ON LINE. THIS OF COURSE, MEANS MORE COMPETITION ON THE WAY; THOSE PROPERTIES WILL ALSO BE SEEKING BUSINESS FROM THE INTERNET PROVIDERS. SO, MAYBE IT IS TIME TO SEEK OUT HIRING A SALES PERSON. REGARDLESS OF THE SIZE OF A PROPERTY, A SALES PERSON, DOING AN HONEST JOB, WITH PROPER DIRECTION, SHOULD BE ABLE TO RETURN AT LEAST TEN TIMES THE INVESTMENT MADE IN THE PERSON’S SALARY.

THERE IS REALLY NO SUBSTITUTE FOR A DIRECT SALES EFFORT. ALL TYPES OF MARKETING MAY BRING THE AWARENESS OF A PROPERTY TO THE ATTENTION OF THE PUBLIC, BUT IT IS THE SALES PERSON WHO DELIVERS THE PRODUCT FOR A PRICE. A DIRECT SALES EFFORT MEANS HAVING A PERSON ON THE STAFF THAT GOES OUT TO CONTACT SOURCES OF NEW BUSINESS THAT WILL BE PROFITABLE TO THE PROPERTY. THAT PERSON GETS NEW BUSINESS BY MAKING SALES CALLS TO PROSPECT COMPANIES, AND ORGANIZATIONS THAT ARE IN A POSITION TO PUT GUESTS IN ROOMS, AND RESTAURANTS. THESE CALLS ARE MADE IN PERSON AS WELL AS BY PHONE, AND OF COURSE, VIA THE INTERNET BY E-MAIL. THE DIRECT SALES EFFORT IS A VERY MEANINGFUL WAY TO BRING IN ADDITIONAL BUSINESS, AND COULD VERY WELL BE THE MOST PRODUCTIVE WAY FOR A PROPERTY TO BECOME MORE PROFITABLE.

WHO DOES THE JOB? IN A SMALL PROPERTY, WHERE AN OPERATOR MAY FEEL THAT HIRING AN ADDITIONAL PERSON ON THE STAFF TO DO THE JOB IS NOT AFFORDABLE, THEN, OF COURSE, IT COULD VERY WELL BE THE PROPERTY MANAGER WHO DOES IT, EVEN IF IT IS JUST A
couple of hours a day. The manager or lodging operator, personally handling the direct sales effort may be the best approach, for a start, in setting up a sales operation, provided all the other daily functions of operating are turned over to someone else.

Another thing with which to be concerned would be not to hire someone to do sales on a full-time, or part-time basis, and end up having that person being a part-time desk clerk, or part-time secretary, or part-time anything. Make sure the sales person sticks to a direct sales effort.

Responsibility for the sales effort ultimately lies with the lodging operator; whether that person is called the general manager, managing director, or even the owner; that person is truly the general sales manager. For some basic tips on locating and developing leads for new business just send a request to:

howardf@vt.edu
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